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ⅠⅠ 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 

MCT      Mouth Closed Test 

TT      Talk Test 

HRR      Heart Rate Reserve 

VO2      Oxygen uptake (ml·kg-1·min-1) 

VO2 max     Maximal oxygen uptake (ml·kg-1·min-1) 

VO2 peak     Peak oxygen uptake (ml·kg-1·min-1) 

[la-1]      Blood lactate concentration 

RPE      Rate of perceived exertion (Borg scale, 6-20) 

LT1      First lactate turnpoint 

LT2      Second lactate turnpoint 

LR90      Long run 90% 

LR100      Long run 100%    

  

 

 

 

 

 



ⅠⅠⅠ 

ABSTRACT 

Objective: The use of lactate and heart rate as intensity control tools may be expensive for 

certain populations and may lead athletes to be excessively ‘numbers fixated’. The aim of this 

study was to investigate if the Talk Test and/or a mouth closed ‘nose breathing’ test could 

serve as an effective intensity control tool and differentiate between running below and above 

the first lactate turnpoint. 

Methods: 16 male and 6 female recreational and well-trained runners (37 ± 9 yrs, 68 ± 27 

km/week, mean ± SD) were recruited and performed a lactate profile and VO2 max test, one 30-

minutes running session at the speed midway between the first (LT1) and second (LT2) lactate 

turn point, and two low-intensity long-duration tests at 90- and 100% of LT1 speed. Mouth 

Closed Test (MCT) and the Talk Test (TT) was performed at three different intensities: 

Below, At and Above LT1. 

Results: A small but significant change in frequency distribution for perceived comfort when 

performing both MCT and TT (р≤0.05) was observed comparing running below and above 

LT1. There were significant differences in physiological and RPE responses associated with 

responding “yes or “no” to both the MCT and the TT (р≤0.05). 

Conclusion: At the group level, both MCT and TT responses demarcate statistically 

significant and practically meaningful differences in physiological intensity and perceived 

exertion. However, neither the MCT nor the TT consistently differentiate between running 

just below and just above LT1 at the individual level. They should therefore be viewed as 

supplementary but not sufficient tools to identify delineation in the field. 

 

Keywords: Talk Test, nasal breathing, intensity control, running 

 

 

 



Ⅳ 

SAMMENDRAG 

Introduksjon: Bruk av hjertefrekvens og laktat som intensitetsstyring kan for noen 

populasjoner være kostbart og føre til at utøvere blir ‘tallfikserte’. Derfor var hensikten med 

denne studien å undersøke hvorvidt Talk Test (TT) og Mouth Closed Test (MCT) kan fungere 

som intensitetsverktøy og skille mellom å løpe under og over den første laktatterskelen. 

Metode: 22 godt trente løpere (37 ± 9 år, 68 ± 27 km/uke, gj.snitt ± SD) ble rekruttert og 

gjennomførte en laktatprofil og VO2 max test, samt en 30 minutter økt på median farten av den 

første (LT1) og andre (LT2) “laktatterskelen”, i tillegg til to 120 minutters økter på 90- og 

100% av LT1 fart. Mouth Closed Test og Talk Test ble gjennomført på tre intensiteter: under, 

på og over den første laktatterskelen.  

Resultater: Det var en signifikant forskjell i distribusjonen av frekvens relatert til opplevd 

anstrengelse under og over den første laktatterskelen ved både MCT og TT (р≤0.05). Det var 

en signifikant forskjell i fysiologiske- og selvopplevd anstrengelse (RPE) variabler assosiert 

med svarene “ja” og “nei” for både MCT og TT (р≤0.05).  

Konklusjon: På gruppenivå, for både MCT og TT, er det en statistisk signifikant forskjell 

mellom grad av komfort. Samtidig, på individnivå, klarer hverken MCT eller TT å 

konsekvent skille mellom å løpe rett under eller rett over LT1. Det er ikke et klart skille i 

frekvensen av opplevd anstrengelse ved under og over den første laktatterskelen. 

 

Nøkkelord: Talk Test, nesepusting, intensitetskontroll, løping  

 

 

 

 

 



Ⅴ 

STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

 

This thesis is divided into two parts: 

Part 1 presents an in-depth description of methods, theoretical background for the research, 

and a methodological discussion of strength and limitations for the research project. 

 

Part 2 presents the findings of the research, written in accordance with the standards of 

“Frontiers in Sports and Active Living”. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An effective way to increase aerobic performance is to combine and distribute low-intensity 

training and high-intensity training over days, weeks, months, and years. High-level 

endurance athletes perform ~80 % of their training at low intensity (LIT~60-65 % VO2max) 

below the first lactate turnpoint (LT1) and ~20 % of their training is performed at high 

intensity, above the first lactate turnpoint (LT1) (Bangsbo, 2015; Jonathan Esteve-Lanao, 

Foster, Seiler, & Lucia, 2007; K. S. Seiler & Kjerland, 2006; S. Seiler & Tønnessen, 2009). 

Among others, high-level rowers, swimmers, runners, cyclists, and cross-country skiers 

practice this regime (K. S. Seiler & Kjerland, 2006). This form of “polarized” training that we 

see in elite runners is also observed amongst recreational athletes (J. Esteve-Lanao, San Juan, 

Earnest, Foster, & Lucia, 2005; Manzi et al., 2015) and is beneficial for improving endurance 

performance (Jonathan Esteve-Lanao et al., 2007; Munoz et al., 2014). 

 

Training and intensity can be monitored from two fundamental points of view. First, there is 

an external workload that can be measured precisely with the velocity or pace in running 

(although inclines and declines complicate this measurement in running). This is the actual 

pace or power generated during each training session. The internal workload associated with 

maintaining this power or pace produced can be measured in different ways. However, heart 

rate and blood lactate responses are the most accessible and practical physiological 

measurements in daily training practice. Additionally, we can measure athletes’ rate of 

perceived exertion (RPE) throughout an endurance session. The RPE scale ranges from 6-20, 

where 6 defines as “rest” and 20 being “maximal effort” (Borg, 1982). 

 

Several studies (Jonathan Esteve-Lanao et al., 2007; K. S. Seiler & Kjerland, 2006; S. Seiler 

& Tønnessen, 2009; Tønnessen et al., 2014; Zapico et al., 2007) have employed the first and 

second lactate turnpoints to describe three aerobic endurance training intensity zones. Zone 1 

(low-intensity zone) is prescribed below LT1 (typically <2 mM). Zone 3 (high-intensity zone) 

is prescribed blood-lactate measurements above LT2 (typically >4 mM) and zone 2 emerges 

between these two zones. Esteve-Lanao et al., 2007 describes heart rate ranges for the 

intensity distribution; Zone 1 (50-80 % HRmax), zone 2 (65-90 % HRmax) and zone 3 (80-100 

% HRmax). Both the substantial range in intensity associated with Zone 1 and the overlapping 
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seen in physiological measures across the 3 zones are noteworthy. When coaches instruct 

their athletes to perform an easy training session in zone 1 (50-80 % HRmax) this represents a 

large potential for differing interpretations and execution of the training prescription, based on 

%HRmax. 

 

Physiological thresholds determined by laboratory testing and measurement of ventilation, 

gas exchange, and blood lactate concentration concerning exercise intensity serve the purpose 

of prescribing training intensities (Rodríguez-Marroyo, Villa, García-López, & Foster, 2013). 

Unfortunately, laboratory methods are either unavailable or unaffordable for many athletes. 

Therefore, simple indirect methods for measuring exercise intensity, such as the ratings of 

perceived exertion (RPE) and the Talk Test (TT) (Reed & Pipe, 2014; Woltmann et al., 2015) 

can be welcome alternatives. The TT measures the ability to ‘speak comfortably’ while 

exercising at different intensities and responding to a number of different speech-provoking 

strategies. The strategies include, among others, responding to questions, reciting a standard 

paragraph, counting out loud and, hearing yourself breathe. Investigators of the TT consider 

this to be a practical alternative to standard laboratory methods for prescribing training 

intensity and identifying the ventilatory threshold (Rodríguez-Marroyo et al., 2013; 

Woltmann et al., 2015). 

 

Within recent years, methodologies utilizing restricted nasal breathing while running has 

received growing attention (Bourdin, Sallet, Dufour, & Lacour, 2002; Dallam, McClaran, 

Cox, Foust, & Science, 2018; LaComb, Tandy, Lee, Young, & Navalta, 2017; Recinto, 

Efthemeou, Boffelli, & Navalta, 2017). This nasal only breathing approach has been 

suggested to have beneficial effects during submaximal exercise intensities (LaComb et al., 

2017) including a significantly lower VO2 at steady state (Dallam et al., 2018) and lower 

respiratory exchange ratio (Recinto et al., 2017). To the author's knowledge, no studies have 

systematically investigated whether nasal breathing can be used as an intensity control tool. 

Therefore, we have developed a simple and practical test, inspired by the Talk Test, which 

measures the perceived comfort of nasal breathing during exercise. The test will be referred to 

as Mouth Closed Test (MCT) throughout this study. The test involves subjects running with 

the mouth closed for two minutes, before responding whether it felt “comfortable”, 

“equivocal” or “not comfortable”.  
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Regular blood lactate and heart rate measurements may be expensive for certain populations 

and may lead athletes to be excessively “numbers fixated”. Identifying a cost-effective and 

simpler tool for intensity control during low-intensity training would be beneficial. Therefore, 

this study will investigate the Talk Test’s and Mouth Closed Test’s ability and practicality for 

controlling exercise intensity among endurance trained runners. The aim of this study is two-

fold. First, it seeks 1) to quantify perceived comfort during the Talk Test and Mouth Closed 

Test in experienced runners performing long-duration low-intensity running sessions. Second, 

it aims 2) to investigate whether the Talk Test or Mouth Closed Test can consistently 

distinguish running at an intensity of below and above the first lactate turnpoint. 

 

Research Question & Hypothesis  

The purpose of this research is to quantify physiological responses and perceived comfort 

during the Talk Test and Mouth Closed Test in experienced runners performing long-duration 

low-intensity running sessions. Therefore, this study employs a descriptive approach to 

answer the following research question: 

Can the Talk Test or Mouth Closed Test consistently distinguish between the intensity of 

below and above the first lactate turnpoint and be a used as a tool for intensity control during 

prolonged easy runs? 

 

Hypothesis: The Talk Test is a valid instrument for controlling intensity in runs prescribed at 

or below LT1-speed and contain a high degree of practicality. The Mouth Closed Test has a 

high degree of practicality but is not a useful tool for intensity control due to large individual 

variation. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Physiological Factors Influencing Running Performance 

It is essential to clarify that in this context, ‘running performance’ is related to distance 

running, involving all distances from 5 km to ultramarathon. Jones & Carter (2000) defines 

endurance as “the capacity to sustain a given velocity or power output for the longest possible 

time”. Various factors influence running performance, most of which are physiological. High 

aerobic capacity forms the foundation of endurance performance, but well-developed 

fractional utilization of VO2 max and work economy is essential for optimal running 

performance. Endurance exercise results in cardiorespiratory, pulmonary, and neuromuscular 

adaptions (Jones & Carter, 2000). This results in greater oxygen delivery and oxygen 

consumption to the working muscles, causing the body to tackle the external workload more 

efficiently (Joyner & Coyle, 2008). The most important physiological parameters related to 

running performance are maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max), running economy, and fractional 

utilization of VO2 max (Bassett & Howley, 2000; Jones & Carter, 2000; Joyner & Coyle, 2008; 

M. A. Thompson, 2017). 

 

2.1.1 Performance VO2 

Hill et al. (1923) first coined the term ‘maximal oxygen uptake’, defined as the highest rate at 

which the body can utilize oxygen during high-intensity exercise (Bassett & Howley, 2000; 

Hill & Lupton, 1923). Furthermore, high VO2 max values have commonly been considered 

good indicators of success in endurance sports like running, cycling, and rowing (Jones & 

Carter, 2000). Such studies suggest that it is not the muscles' ability to exploit oxygen but 

rather the rate at which oxygen can be supplied to the muscles that limit VO2 max (Saltin & 

Strange, 1992). Two main factors lead to increased VO2 max. The first one is rising blood flow 

to the working muscles, caused by the heart producing a higher stroke- and minute volume 

due to endurance exercise (Jones & Carter, 2000). Moreover, the increased arterio-venous 

oxygen difference (A-V O2) contributes to higher VO2 max values (Paterson, Shephard, 

Cunningham, Jones, & Andrew, 1979). However, VO2 max is relatively homogeneous in elite 

runners. Therefore, the variance in performance of athletes with similar VO2 max is highly 

relevant. Utilization of VO2 max and VO2 at lactate threshold has developed as the 

physiological explanation for this phenomenon (Costill, Thomason, & Roberts, 1973; M. A. 

Thompson, 2017). Utilization of VO2 max is expressed as a percentage of maximal oxygen 
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uptake at a certain speed, and a higher percentage can often differentiate good athletes from 

elite ones with similar VO2 max values (Costill et al., 1973; M. A. Thompson, 2017). In 

addition, VO2 at LT is a superior indicator of running performance (Bird, Theakston, Owen, 

& Nevill, 2003; Farrell, Wilmore, Coyle, Billing, & Costill, 1979; McLaughlin, Howley, 

Bassett, Thompson, & Fitzhugh, 2010).  

 

2.1.3 Running Economy 

Running economy is defined as the steady-state oxygen consumption at a given running 

velocity. (Barnes & Kilding, 2015b; Bassett & Howley, 2000; M. A. Thompson, 2017). The 

lower the VO2 at submaximal speed, the better the running economy. Over the last decade, 

running economy has earned more attention and has proven to be one of the most critical 

determinants of running performance (Barnes & Kilding, 2015a, 2015b; M. A. Thompson, 

2017). Running economy is a complex concept that is determined by environmental, 

physiological, biomechanical, and anthropometric factors (Saunders, Pyne, Telford, & 

Hawley, 2004). Moreover, running economy is influenced by training history and training 

volume (Barnes & Kilding, 2015a, 2015b; Saunders et al., 2004). For instance, when adjusted 

for body mass, the oxygen cost of running at a given speed is lower for Kenyan elite runners 

than for other elite runners (Saltin et al., 1995). Even when not normalizing for body mass, 

the best Kenyan runners are still more efficient compared to top Swedish runners (Saltin et 

al., 1995). A study of Weston et al., 2000 comparing running economy in African and 

Caucasian runners, found that the two groups had similar 10km race performance. However, 

this study also found the African runners had a 13% lower VO2 max. The similarity in race 

performance was explained by an 8% better running economy when adjusted for body mass. 

The Kenyan runners also worked at a higher percentage of their VO2 max but with similar 

lactate [la-1] as the Caucasian runners (Weston, Mbambo, & Myburgh, 2000). While the 

physiological markers of high-level running performance are quite clear, the physiological 

responses during prolonged runs at low intensity are not adequately investigated.  

 

2.2 Physiological Responses During Prolonged Running 

Several physiological changes occur during prolonged exercise. Among them are changes in 

hydration status (Baker & Jeukendrup, 2011), increases in core and muscle temperatures 

(Febbraio et al., 1994), increases in circulating catecholamines (Zouhal, Jacob, Delamarche, 
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& Gratas-Delamarche, 2008) and depletion of endogenous fuel stores (Watt, Heigenhauser, 

Dyck, & Spriet, 2002). Additionally, work economy may decrease during prolonged exercise 

(Passfield & Doust, 2000; Scheer, Vieluf, Cramer, Jakobsmeyer, & Heitkamp, 2018). 

Moreover, oxygen consumption gradually increases during prolonged running at a 

submaximal, constant speed (Kalis et al., 1988). This phenomenon is referred to as 

cardiovascular drift (CV) and is characterized by a rise in heart rate and fall in stroke volume 

(Wingo, Ganio, & Cureton, 2012) . Conventionally, the hypothesized cause of CV is a 

progressive increase in cutaneous blood flow, as body temperature rises and reduces stroke 

volume during exercise (Nixon, 1988). However, little empirical evidence supports this 

connection between a progressive decline in stroke volume and cutaneous circulation (Coyle 

& González-Alonso, 2001). In fact, the same stroke volume has been observed during 

moderately intense exercise in the heat (35°C) and cold (8°C) within trained subjects, despite 

a large difference in cutaneous blood flow (González-Alonso, Mora-Rodríguez, & Coyle, 

2000). Hyperthermia and hypovolemia are proposed as the main mechanisms of CV (Coyle & 

González-Alonso, 2001). Mean core- and skin temperatures increase when exercising both in  

22°C-25°C) and 30°C-35°C environmental conditions (Gliner, Raven, Horvath, Drinkwater, 

& Sutton, 1975; Lafrenz, Wingo, Ganio, & Cureton, 2008).  

 

Whereas the aforementioned explanations for cardiovascular drift occur during uncontrolled 

conditions, Maunder, Seiler, Mildenhall, Kilding, and Plews (2021) have discussed 

cardiovascular drift when factors like hydration and temperature are controlled for. Moreover, 

they propose a new term ‘durability’, which they defines as “the time of onset and magnitude 

of deterioration in physiological-profiling characteristics over time during prolonged 

exercise” (Maunder et al., 2021). They suggest it is likely ‘durability’ characteristics vary 

between individuals and exemplifies this with crowd-sourced data (in controlled conditions), 

where HR responses varied substantially between athletes. Finally, the physiological 

mechanisms behind these effects, could be muscle fibre-type recruitment, substrate 

metabolism, and thermoregulatory capabilities (Maunder et al., 2021). 

  

2.3 Training Organization 

The daily training of elite and well-trained runners mostly consists of prolonged easy runs, 

and only a fraction of all the training is performed at high intensity (Jonathan Esteve-Lanao, 
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2007; Bangsbo, 2015; Seiler & Kjerland, 2006; Seiler & Tønnessen, 2009). In particular, easy 

training refers to an intensity at or below the first lactate turnpoint (<2 mmol, <13 RPE units, 

55 – 82 % HR max) (Olympiatoppen). This polarized training is well established and has thus 

far been proven as the best recipe for developing high level running performance (Tønnessen 

et al.,2014; Jonathan Esteve-Lanao, 2007; Munoz et al., 2014). This intensity distribution is 

illustrated in Figure 1. Overtraining is a common problem among endurance athletes and can 

cause a high risk of injury (Foster, 1998). The causes of overtraining may be diverse, but a 

recently discovered issue is that athletes often do not execute the intensity prescription 

applied by the coach (Brink, Frencken, Jordet, & Lemmink, 2014; Judge et al., 2020; 

Wallace, Slattery, & Coutts, 2009). The easy runs are perceived as harder than prescribed, and 

high-intensity interval sessions are perceived as easier than prescribed (Judge et al., 2020). 

Therefore, it is crucial for runners striving to perform better to control and understand what 

intensity they are working at during prolonged runs prescribed at low intensity. 

 

 

Figure 1: Training intensity distribution in 318 training bouts. Taken from Seiler & Kjerland 

(2006). 

 

2.4 Intensity Control 

There are several tools for measuring intensity, which are differentiated between external, 

internal, and subjective tools. This chapter seeks to elucidate strengths and limitations of 

existing intensity control tools in terms of practicality, cost-effectiveness, and validity. 
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2.4.1 Blood Lactate 

To this day, blood lactate measurements are considered the gold standard for determining 

lactate threshold. Over the years, the various methods for establishing lactate thresholds have 

been heavily debated both in research and practice. Several terminologies across countries 

have been used to express a metabolic rate where the increase of blood lactate is maximal and 

equal to the rate of diffusion of lactate from the exercising muscle (Billat, 1996). Among 

them are maximal lactate steady state (MLSS), the onset of blood lactate accumulation 

(OBLA), aerobic threshold, anaerobic threshold, and lactate threshold (Billat, 1996; Jacobs, 

1986). These various terminologies have somewhat confused the understanding of the 

concept, but researchers are still convinced that blood lactate measurements are the best 

existing tool for determining a threshold speed. Furthermore, studies have found that lactate 

variables are highly correlated with performance (Allen, Seals, Hurley, Ehsani, & Hagberg, 

1985; Iwaoka, Hatta, Atomi, & Miyashita, 1988). Iwaoka et al. (1988) found that 92% of the 

variance in performance was related to the VO2 expressed at the lactate threshold. Moreover, 

performance in within 10k and marathon running was predicted using speed at lactate 

threshold in the study of Allen et al. (1985). Nevertheless, Wiswell et al. (2000) concluded 

that VO2 max is a better predictor of performance in master runners. 

 

When executing a lactate profile, two lactate turnpoints will occur. This “aerobic-anaerobic 

transition” was first described by (Kindermann, Simon, & Keul, 1979). The “aerobic 

threshold” is the first increase in blood lactate and the “anaerobic threshold” is the second 

increase in blood lactate. These two turnpoints were introduced by Kindermann and his 

colleagues as the first and second lactate threshold (LT1 and LT2). Based on this, in addition 

to the studies of Lucía, Sánchez, Carvajal, and Chicharro (1999) and Lucia, Pardo, Durantez, 

Hoyos, and Chicharro (1998), K. S. Seiler and Kjerland (2006) developed three lactate 

intensity zones: zone 1) <2 mmol/L, zone 2) >2 and <4 mmol/L, zone 3) >4 mmol/L. Several 

studies (Bangsbo, 2015; Jonathan Esteve-Lanao et al., 2007; K. S. Seiler & Kjerland, 2006; 

Tønnessen et al., 2014; Zapico et al., 2007) have quantified training intensity distribution in 

elite and recreational athletes and have found that training is predominantly performed below 

the first lactate threshold.    
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In daily practice and training, lactate measurements are commonly used by high-level athletes 

to control exercise intensity during threshold intervals or high-intensity bouts to ensure they 

are not exceeding intensities and physiological stress that will postpone recovery time. 

However, the limitations to blood lactate measurements are that they can be expensive and do 

not serve as a practical tool for intensity control for the common recreational athlete during 

low-intensity running.  

 

2.4.2 Heart Rate 

Heart rate (HR) is presumably the most common intensity control tool among runners and a 

popular method to express heart rate is percentage relative to the maximal HR (%HR max). 

The Norwegian Olympic Federation (Olympiatoppen) describes heart rate ranges in five 

zones with the method of %HRmax: 1) 55-72%, 2) 72-82%, 3) 82-87%, 4) 87-92% and 5) 

>92% (Olympiatoppen). However, this method does not account for individual differences in 

resting HR. Therefore, heart rate reserve (%HRR), which allows for individual variation in 

both maximal and resting HR, is a preferred method (Karvonen & Vuorimaa, 1988). 

The rapid development of technology has made heart rate monitors more accessible and can 

today be found in smartwatches, detecting heart rate from the wrist. This implies that you can 

constantly be aware of your heart rate. In addition, the smartwatches and training apps 

automatically provide scores of sleeping patterns, recovery, training effects, and so on. This 

may be beneficial and useful information to some athletes but may confuse others even more. 

If one does not have an education related to physical activity and can sift out what is 

important, one can easily become overwhelmed and disorientated by the information. This 

phenomenon of information overload has not been thoroughly researched, but a few studies 

have mentioned and described it (Billinghurst & Starner, 1999; Halson, Peake, & Sullivan, 

2016). With this in mind, a simpler and more practical tool for controlling intensity could be 

beneficial. 

 

2.4.3 Rating of Perceived Exertion 

To express and monitor an individual’s rating of perceived exertion and effort during and 

after exercise, Borg’s rating of perceived exertion (RPE) has been widely used in both 

research and practice. The scale ranges from 6 to 20, where 6 is defined as rest and 20 being 
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maximal effort. The scale is presented in Table 1. Studies have investigated the validity and 

reliability and it has been proven to be a precise tool for measuring perceived exertion (Chen, 

Fan, & Moe, 2002; Scherr et al., 2013). Perceived exertion is strongly correlated with both 

heart rate (r = 0.74) and blood lactate (r = 0.83) (Scherr et al., 2013). Conversely, neither 

gender, age, coronary artery disease, physical activity status nor exercise testing modality 

appears to influence the correlation significantly (Scherr et al., 2013). Further on, the study of 

Scherr et al., 2013 reported RPE values of 10.8 ± 1.8 at the first lactate threshold and 13.6 ± 

1.8 at the second lactate threshold. While at fixed lactate thresholds (3 and 4 mmol/L) 

corresponding RPE values were 12.8 ± 2.1 and 14.1 ± 2.0 (Scherr et al., 2013). These data 

were collected from 1,612 healthy individuals. Borg’s rating of perceived exertion has the 

validity and reliability to serve as a tool for intensity control during exercise. The strongest 

properties of the scale, are arguably its practicality and cost-effectiveness. 

 

 

  

Table 1: The 15-grade scale for ratings of perceived exertion. Modified from Borg (1982). 

Copyright Gunnar Borg. 

6  

7 Very, very light 

8  

9 Very light 

10  

11 Fairly light 

12  

13 Somewhat hard 

14  

15 Hard 

16  

17 Very hard 

18  

19 Very, very hard 

20  
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2.4.4 Talk Test 

The Talk Test was developed hypothesizing that if exercisers are ‘just capable of talking’ they 

are close to their threshold. The theory originated from climbers in the 1930’s and their 

unspoken rule to not climb faster than a speed at which they are able to speak (Goode, 2008). 

The rationale for this approach was to reduce the effects of altitude hypoxia (Goode, 2008). 

Fatigue combined with light-headedness is two particularly unfavourable conditions when 

climbing a mountain. Over the years, the Talk Test has been scrutinized in exercise 

laboratories. The TT measures the ability to ‘speak comfortably’ while exercising at different 

intensities and responding to several different speech-provoking strategies, including 

responding to questions, reciting a standard paragraph, counting out loud, and hearing 

yourself breathe. Existing literature suggests that the Talk Test is a valid and inexpensive tool 

for guiding exercise intensity across populations, including healthy adults, individuals with 

cardiovascular diseases, and athletes (Persinger, Foster, Gibson, Fater, & Porcari, 2004; Reed 

& Pipe, 2014; Rodríguez-Marroyo et al., 2013; Zanettini et al., 2013). According to the 

previous literature, comfortable speech is not possible when an individual is exercising at an 

intensity close to or at the second lactate threshold (Persinger et al., 2004; Quinn & Coons, 

2011; Recalde & Porcari, 2002), and has therefore been suggested to be a good tool for 

determining ventilatory threshold and lactate threshold. 

 

2.4.5 Restricted Nasal Breathing During Exercise 

Nasal breathing when running is observed in the field among athletes and coaches and is 

mentioned in many running magazines and blogs (Beck; Halse, 2019). Restricted nasal 

breathing compared to oral breathing is documented to have different physiological 

characteristics during submaximal exercise, such as lower VO2, expiratory exchange ratio, 

respiratory rate, and ventilation (Dallam et al., 2018; LaComb et al., 2017; Recinto et al., 

2017). The study of LaComb et al. (2017) revealed 8-10% lower VO2 during nasal breathing 

compared to oral breathing. However, heart rate seems to increase when performing restricted 

nasal breathing (Dallam et al., 2018; LaComb et al., 2017; Recinto et al., 2017). Niinimaa, 

Cole, Mintz, and Shephard (1980) determined a switching point from nasal to oral breathing 

during an incremental exercise test performed on a cycle ergometer. They found that the 

switching point was characterized by means of 13.2 ± 2.2 RPE and 36.3 ± 10 VE (Niinimaa et 

al., 1980). Unfortunately, only absolute values of heart rate (125.1 ± 19.7) were reported. 

Niinimaa and his colleagues suggest that nasal resistance influences the switching point, 
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which is supported by Saketkhoo, Kaplan, and Sackner (1979), but Saibene, Mognoni, 

Lafortuna, and Mostardi (1978) showed no correlation of the relationship.  
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3. METHODS 

3.1 Study Design 

This research was part of a wider research project conducted with a fellow master student at 

the University of Agder, Faculty of Health- and Sport Science for the Department of Sport 

Science and Physical Education. Prior to the study, the authors conducted pilot testing to test 

various protocols. This descriptive study consisted of four tests performed on four different 

days. Test day 1 consisted of the VO2 max- and lactate profile test (Figure 3) and was 

considered preliminary testing. The VO2 max test validated the participant's fitness level, while 

LT1-speed (used in threshold test and two-hour low-intensity running tests) was derived from 

the lactate profile test. Test day 2 was the 30-minute threshold test (Figure 4) and was 

performed after the preliminary testing. Test days 3 and 4 consisted of two low-intensity long-

duration tests (LR90 and LR100) (Figure 5). All participants performed the testing protocol in 

an identical manner. Data collection and testing were performed from December 2020 to 

February 2021.  

 

3.2 Participants 

Recruitment occurred through contact with local running clubs on social media and via 

personal interactions. A total of 61 runners announced their interest in participating and were 

asked to fill out a questionnaire about their training level. Data collected from this 

questionnaire (appendix 7) provided useful information and allowed the authors to select the 

desired intervention group. We ensured a varied sample group including a range of ages, sex, 

and level of training. The questionnaire was also used to indicate whether participants could 

perform a low-intensity two-hour running session. Within the limited timeframe and with the 

available resources, we were able to recruit 22 subjects. These participants were then screened 

for study inclusion.  

 

A total of 22 runners (16 male, 6 female; aged 37 ± 9) participated in the study. The target 

group included experienced runners averaging at least 30 km per week for the last eight 

weeks and which were able to perform a low-intensity indoor running session for two hours. 

The selection criteria used for this study required participants to be 1) aged 18-55 years, 2) 

healthy and not injured, 3) able to perform a two-hour low-intensity running session on a 
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treadmill and 4) running >30 km per week for the last eight weeks. The exclusion criteria 

used to eliminate potential participants for this research required participants not to have any 

illness or injury that could potentially influence their running performance. Furthermore, the 

upper age limit of 55 and the lower age limit of 18 were set in order to match the desired 

population. During the data collection period, subjects were instructed to continue their 

regular training routines. The participants were arranged into either high volume (HV) or low 

volume (LV) groups, based on their reported training volume and typical long run duration 

throughout the last eight weeks. The cut-off for being selected to either HV- or LV group 

was: HV group = >70 km/week and >90 min typical long run duration; LV group = <70 

km/week and <75 min typical long run duration. This cut-off was not decided on forehand, 

but based on the looks of the questionnaire data. The physiological characteristics of the two 

groups are presented in Table 2. 

One dropout from the HV group was registered before preliminary testing due to injury. 

Moreover, two male participants from the HV group did not complete test 4 (LR100) due to 

injury or illness. The two subjects were therefore excluded from the final analyses of test 4. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart. N= number of participants; HV = High-volume; LV = Low-volume. 

 

 

 

 

 

Recruitment, Kristiansand area, Norway 

Well-trained runners applying to participate n=61 

Recruited n=22 

LV group n= 11 HV group n=11 

Test period Dropout n=1 Dropout n= 2 

LV group n=10 HV group n=11 

Included in the analysis for long run 90% n=21 

I 

Included in the analysis for long run 100% n=19 

LV group n=10 HV group n=9 
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Table 2: Training characteristics.  

 Total (n=21) HV(n=11) LV(n=10) 

Age 37 ± 9 39 ± 9 35 ± 9 

Sex (female/male) 6/15 2/9 4/6 

Weight 69 ± 10 68 ± 10 70 ± 11 

Height 176 ± 9 175 ± 9 177 ± 9 

Training characteristics    

Years of running experience 11 ± 8 11 ± 7 10 ± 9 

Training volume (km/week) 68 ± 27 88 ± 22* 47 ± 11* 

Typical duration of long runs (minutes) 99 ± 43 125 ± 46* 71 ± 6* 

Personal bests    

10 000 metres (min:sec) 38:11 ± 4:26 36:40 ± 3:39* 40:02 ± 4:46* 

Half marathon (hr:min:sec) 1:27:52 ± 00:11:43 1:22:42 ± 00:08:36* 1:33:02 ± 00:12:31* 

Marathon (hr:min:sec) 03:11:35 ± 00:46:23 02:58:20 ± 00:15:35 03:55:46 ± 01:29:29 

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). HV = High volume; LV = Low 
volume; km/week = Kilometres per week; hr:min:sec = Hours:minutes:seconds; N = Number 

of runners. *Significant differences between groups (р≤0.05). 

 

 

3.3 Ethical Considerations 

Prior to conducting the research, all selected participants received a written letter containing 

necessary information. This included the purpose of the research, the potential risks involved, 

the potential benefits of participating, and a statement explaining that at any point during the 

research period they would be able to withdraw their participation without any reason. 

 

The participants were not to subjected to unnecessary risks, and their well-being remained a 

priority throughout the research. The level of physiological stress to which participants were 

exposed was similar to the level they would have experienced during their daily training. The 

study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the 
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Faculty´s ethics committee (FEK) (appendix 4), where any data was stored safely according 

to the guidelines provided by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (appendix 3). 

 

3.4 Testing Procedures 

The test protocol consisted of four tests performed on four different days. The first test 

(preliminary testing) was the VO2 max and lactate profile test (Figure 3). The second test was a 

30-minute threshold test (Figure 4). The third (LR90) and fourth tests (LR100) (Figure 5) 

were long-duration (120 minutes) low-intensity (90 and 100 % LT1 speed) sessions. All 

participants had to complete preliminary testing before performing tests 2, 3, and 4. At least 

48 hours of recovery time between each test day were considered sufficient for recovery and 

optimal performance. The participants were not allowed to perform any intense exercise 24 

hours before the test days and were instructed to wear the same shoes for all tests. 

Additionally, the participants were instructed to consume the same meal type and avoid 

consuming caffeine three hours preceding testing. Furthermore, during the VO2-max test, verbal 

encouragement was given to stimulate maximal exercise effort. The same test leaders 

supervised and executed all tests and measurements. In addition, we strived to perform testing 

for women in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle (Appendix 5). If a subject reported 

amenorrhea, were using oral contraceptives, or were in menopause, the menstrual cycle was 

not accounted for. 

 

3.4.1 Test Day 1: Preliminary Testing 

Lactate Profile Test 

The first test day started with a submaximal incremental lactate profile test. The test started 

with a 10-minute warm-up, including familiarizing the participants with the treadmill and 

information about the test protocol. Testing proceeded with 5 minutes submaximal bouts with 

increasing workloads to identify speed, heart rate, and lactate values at both LT1 and LT2. 

Between five and seven running stages were completed by all subjects. Starting speed was 

individualized and based on the discussion between test leaders and runners. The incline was 

set at 1%, and the workload increased by 1 km∙h-1 every five minutes. Athletes stood with 

legs straddling the treadmill for 30s during each finger blood draw before continuing running 

at the next treadmill speed. When blood lactate exceeded LT2 values, the test was stopped to 

prevent fatigue prior to the VO2 max test. LT1 values were calculated as 0,5 mMol∙L-1 + the 
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mean of the first two blood [la-1] measurements, while LT2 was calculated as 2,1 mMol∙L-1 + 

the mean of the first two blood [la-1] measurements.  

 

VO2 max Test 

Subjects rested for 10 minutes between the lactate profile and VO2 max test, which began at 1 

km∙h-1 below the calculated LT2 speed. During the VO2 max test treadmill speed was initially 

increased by 1 km∙h-1. In the last stages of the test, runners had the option of either keeping 

the same speed or increase with 1- or 0.5 km∙h-1. A total duration of 6-8 minutes was 

desirable. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Preliminary testing. 

 

3.4.2 Test Day 2: Threshold Test 

Test day 2 consisted of one threshold test with the purpose of running 30 minutes at the 

median of LT1- and LT2 speed record responses to the Talk Test and Moth Closed Test when 

runners were clearly above their LT1-speed. The test started with a 10-minute warm-up, with 

an incline set at 1%. Athletes performed the Mouth Closed Test from 9-11 minutes and 24-26 

minutes. Immediately they were asked: “Did running with your mouth closed feel 

comfortable?” Three possible answers were recorded: 1) “yes”, 2) “equivocal” and 3) “no”. 

From 12-15 and 27-30 minutes, Talk Test, VO2, HR, Borg Scale, and blood lactate were 
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measured. Conducting the Talk Test, athletes were instructed to recite a standard paragraph 

that required 10-15 seconds of speaking during the last 30 seconds of every bout. The 

standard paragraph used in this test was the first verse of the Norwegian national anthem. 

After reciting the paragraph, he or she was asked “can you speak comfortably?”. The three 

possible answers were recorded: 1) “yes”, 2) “equivocal” and 3) “no”. For both tests, the 

participants were obligated to continue the tests regardless of the answers to the questions.  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Threshold test. 

 

3.4.3 Test Day 3 and 4: 2-Hour Low-intensity Running Tests 

Test day 3 and 4 consisted of a 120 min, low-intensity treadmill run performed at 90% 

(LR90)- and 100% (LR100) of identified LT1-speed, respectively. To simulate a normal easy 

running session, runners could listen to music or watch television during the two-hour run. 

Measurements were performed in the following order: Mouth Closed Test, Talk Test, 

Stryd™, heart rate, electromyography (EMG), VO2, Borg Scale, lactate, skin temperature, 

core temperature. Each bout of lactate, skin- and core temperature measurements resulted in 

one minute off the treadmill. Additionally, participants were weighed before and after each 

test to control and calculate weight loss due to dehydration. Before attaching EMG sensors to 

M. vastus medialis and M. biceps femoris, both areas were shaved and disinfected with an 

alcohol swab to prevent any signal disturbances. The timeline for measurements is presented 

in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: 2-hour low-intensity running tests. 

 

 

Figure 6: Timeline of measurements during the LR90- and LR100 test. EMG = 
Electromyography; Min = Minutes; Sec = Seconds; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; VO2 = 

Oxygen uptake; RER = Respiratory exchange ratio; VE = Minute ventilation. 
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3.5 Instruments 

The same treadmill (Lode Katana Sport, Lode B. V., Groningen, Netherlands) was used for 

all tests. The treadmill was calibrated on a regular basis. Moreover, all tests were performed 

under similar environmental conditions (18-21°C) and at the same time of day (± 2h). 

Metabolic and ventilatory measurements were made using Oxycon Pro™ with a mixing 

chamber and 30 seconds sampling time (Oxycon, Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany). The 

metabolic cart was calibrated before every test and again midway through the LR90 and 

LR100 tests. During all tests, blood [la-1] measurements were analyzed using a stationary 

lactate analyzer (EKF BIOSEN, EKF diagnostic, Cardiff, UK), which was automatically 

calibrated every 60 minutes. HR was measured using Polar V800 (Polar Elektro Oy, 

Kempele, Finland). Core temperature measurements were made using Braun IRT6520 

ThermoScan® 7 Age precision® (Braun, Kronberg im Taunus, Germany) and participants 

were instructed to perform them by themselves for improved standardization. Skin 

temperature was measured using Flir TG267 Thermal Camera® (Flir Systems, Inc. 

Wilsonville, Oregon, US). Kinematic variables were measured using a Stryd™ foot pod 

(Stryd, Boulder, Colorado, US). EMG was measured using Delsys Trigno Wireless EMG 

System (Delsys, Natick, Massachusetts, US). Before and after each test , runners were 

weighed using a Seca model 713 (Seca, Hamburg, Germany). 
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Table 3: Testing equipment 

Testing equipment  Test 

Treadmill: Lode Katana Sport (Groningen, The Netherlands)   1, 2, 3 & 4 

Lactate analyser: Biosen 5030 (EKF BIOSEN, EKF 

Diagnostic, Cardiff, UK) 

 1, 2, 3 & 4 

Oxygen analyser: Oxicon Pro (Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, 

Germany) 

 1, 2, 3 & 4 

Heart rate monitor: Polar V800 (Polar Elektro Oy, Kempele, 

Finland) 

 1, 2, 3 & 4 

Weight: Seca 713 (Hamburg, Germany)  1, 3 & 4 

Talk Test: First verse of the Norwegian national anthem 

song 

 2, 3 & 4 

 

Thermal meter: Braun IRT6520 ThermoScan 7 Age 

Precision 

 3 & 4 

Electromyography: Delsys Trigno Wireless System (Boston, 

USA, 2010) 

 3 & 4 

Thermography camera: FLIR TG267 (Flir Systems, Inc., 

Wilsonville, Oregon, USA) 

 3 & 4 

Stryd™ foot pod: Stryd Wind v3 (Boulder, Colorado, 

USA) 

 1, 2, 3 & 4 

 

 

3.6 Statistics 

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and results 

are presented as mean ± SD. Ordinal data are presented as frequencies. Tables and figures 

were made using Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel 2019 (Microsoft Corporation, 

Redmond, Washington, USA). Differences in training- and physiological characteristics 

within the HV and LV groups were analyzed using an independent samples t-test. A one-way 

repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse Geisser correction was conducted to compare 
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lactate values at all intensities. A Bonferroni post hoc test was then used to examine where 

differences lied. To investigate differences in TT  and MCT responses below, at, and above 

LT1, non-parametric K Related Sample tests were used. To compare means in physiological 

and RPE markers related to MCT and TT, a one-way ANOVA was used. Values of р≤0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 
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4. METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 

This chapter seeks to discuss and describe the methodological perspectives and challenges 

which occurred when designing and carrying out this research project. 

  

4.1 Design 

In the current study, a desciptive approach was used, and the research question was the 

decisive factor for the choice of study design. For eliminating potential biases, randomization 

is the optimal method when conducting an experiment (Concato, Shah, & Horwitz, 2000). 

The initial plan was to first execute preliminary testing, and then to follow up with the 30-

minute threshold test, LR90- and LR100 test in a randomized order. However, we considered 

the Covid-19 situation to be unpredictable and could potentially end up with a closed 

laboratory due to an infection outbreak. Therefore, we decided to perform testing in 

chronological order. All participants executed the preliminary testing, then the 30minute 

threshold test, and finally the LR90- and LR100 test. This way, in a scenario with an infection 

outbreak and a closed laboratory, the possibility for achieving data for all participants for at 

least one test, would be higher. 

 

4.2 Establishing the First and Second Lactate Turnpoint 

The method of establishing the first and second lactate threshold was undoubtedly a crucial 

part of this project. It was important because the intensity of the 30-minute threshold test and 

LR90 and LR100 was based on the lactate value and threshold speeds derived from the 

preliminary testing. The multiple methods of determining the first and second lactate 

threshold were described in the chapter THEORETICAL BACKGROUND. Further on, 

because blood lactate concentrations can vary greatly among endurance-trained individuals 

(Cheng et al., 1992; Stegmann, Kindermann, & Schnabel, 1981), we, therefore, considered an 

individualized lactate threshold method to be preferable. To determine the first lactate 

threshold, we used the calculation of 0,5 mMol∙L-1 + the mean of the first two blood [la-1] 

measurements and for the second lactate threshold, we used 2,1 mMol∙L-1 + the mean of the 

first two blood [la-1] measurements. This is a valid method for establishing the first and 

second lactate threshold according to Tanner and Gore (2012) and Hughson and Green 

(1982). Besides, this method for establishing the second lactate turnpoint is according to The 
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Norwegian Olympic Federation’s (OLT) standardized testing protocol for runners. Finally, 

during pilot testing prior to the study, several volunteers performed lactate profiles, which 

provided the authors assurance that the method was operating sufficiently.  

 

4.3 Test Protocol 

The preliminary testing (lactate profile- and VO2 max test) was performed according to The 

Norwegian Olympic Federation’s standardized testing protocol. Treadmill incline during the 

VO2 max test and the method for determining lactate LT2 was the only deviations to the OLT’s 

protocol. During pilot testing, the authors experienced a 1% incline to be sufficient for 

runners to achieve their VO2 peak. We also tested a 5,3% incline (which is according to OLT’s 

protocol). However, we observed that muscular fatigue in the lower extremities hindered 

respiratory exhaustion, and therefore, runners were not able to achieve their VO2 peak.  

 

For the LR90- and LR100 tests, two aspects were considered when deciding to perform 

measurements every 30 minutes, resulting in four measurement bouts for each test. First, we 

strived to make the test protocol equivalent to each participant's normal easy run. This 

involved minimizing the disturbance of the runners while they ran. Second, we considered 

that the four data points: 30-, 60-, 90- and 120 minutes would correspond to the participant's 

physiological and perceptual state.  

 

4.4 Intervention Period 

In the laboratory, we can control for numerous factors which are important for running 

performance, such as test protocol, temperature, fluid intake, weight loss/weight gain, and 

shoes. However, there are aspects you cannot control for, which involve the participant's 

everyday life and their preparation for the testing. For instance, we instructed participants to 

not perform any intense exercise 24 hours before the test days and to consume the same meal-

type and avoid consuming caffeine three hours preceding testing. Moreover, because blood 

lactate measurements are influenced by bicarbonate (Davies, Iber, Keene, McArthur, & Path, 

1986; Kowalchuk, Heigenhauser, & Jones, 1984) and caffeine (Gaesser & Rich, 1985), the 

degree to whether participants followed these instructions became a methodological 

challenge. Besides, we were only in the position to communicate the importance of following 
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these directions. Therefore, we acknowledge the possibility that some participants might not 

have followed the guidelines, and that this may have influenced blood lactate concentration. 

On the other hand, we recognize that participants may have jobs and family to consider, and 

therefore optimization prior to testing could be challenging. 

 

4.5 Prescribed Intensities During the Long Duration Runs 

The overall goal of the LR90- and LR100 test was to simulate a normal easy running session. 

The decision to employ the percentages of 90% and 100% was made on the assumption that 

this speed would be in line with what the participants normally use during their long runs. 

However, during testing, several participants expressed a concern that the speed was 

perceived as harder than their long runs in daily training. Based on this assumption, there is 

reason to believe we should have prescribed a lower intensity for these two-hour runs. The 

authors believe this may have influenced the results, but do not account for it as a variable to 

affect the conclusion of the study.  

 

4.6 Strengths and Limitations 

Participants executed two separate two-hour low intensity runs. The first one was 90% of 

their calculated LT1 speed (LR90). The second one was 100% of their calculated LT1 speed 

(LR100). The typical difference in running speed between these two conditions was 1-1.5 

km/h. Participants also performed a 30min running session where they ran at an intensity 

which was clearly above their LT1 speed (midpoint of LT1 - and LT2 speed). A key strength of 

the current study, as the results demonstrate, is that the participants were running at the 

prescribed and intended intensities during all tests (Figure 3 - Article). In addition, heart rate 

and RPE were consistent with lactate measurements. Another strength of the current study is 

that we were able to recruit the desired intervention group. The variation of sex (16 male and 

6 female), age (37 ± 9) and training level (68 ± 27 km/week) were representative of 

recreational to serious runners. Finally, a strength of this study is that we accounted for the 

menstrual cycle for the female subjects as the menstrual cycle can influence exercise 

performance in a negative way (de Jonge, 2003; Lebrun, 1994; Belinda Thompson, 

Almarjawi, Sculley, & de Jonge, 2020; B Thompson & Han, 2019). 
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Although participants on average were exercising at the prescribed intensity after 30 min, the 

LR100 test (at LT1 speed) may have felt too hard towards the 90min and 120min timepoint 

for some of the participants. Therefore, the muscular fatigue may have influenced their 

perceived comfort of performing the MCT or TT. This is interesting because it links 

perceptions of comfort executing the TT and MCT to acute fatigue mechanisms. Furthermore, 

the goal of the 30-minute running session, where participants were running in the middle of 

their “threshold zone”, was to provoke a negative response both the Talk Test and the Mouth 

Closed Test. This way, we could compare physiological and RPE responses when execution 

of the MCT and TT was both comfortable and uncomfortable. Partially, we succeeded in 

doing so, but one could argue that the speed should be closer to participant’s LT2 speed. 

Finally, probably the most crucial limitation to this study, is that we did not collect MCT and 

TT data when the participants conducted the preliminary testing and lactate profile test. In 

retrospect, we should have included the MCT and TT to the preliminary test battery. That 

way, we could achieve reference points for responses to the MCT and TT at the first and 

second lactate threshold. 
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Abstract 22 

Objective: The use of lactate and heart rate as intensity control tools may be expensive for 23 

certain populations and may lead athletes to be excessively ‘numbers fixated’. The aim of this 24 

study was to investigate if the Talk Test and/or a mouth closed ‘nose breathing’ test could 25 

serve as an effective intensity control tool and differentiate between running below and above 26 

the first lactate turnpoint.  27 

Methods: 16 male and 6 female recreational and well-trained runners (37 ± 9 yrs, 68 ± 27 28 

km/week, mean ± SD) were recruited and performed a lactate profile and VO2 max test, one 30-29 

minutes running session at the speed midway between the first (LT1) and second (LT2) lactate 30 

turn point, and two low-intensity long-duration tests at 90- and 100% of LT1 speed. Mouth 31 

Closed Test (MCT) and the Talk Test (TT) was performed at three different intensities: 32 

Below, At and Above LT1. 33 

Results: A small but significant change in frequency distribution for perceived comfort when 34 

performing both MCT and TT (р≤0.05) was observed comparing running below and above 35 

LT1. There were significant differences in physiological and RPE responses associated with 36 

responding “yes or “no” to both the MCT and the TT (р≤0.05). Mean differences between 37 

answering NO and YES respectively for MCT were: % Heart Rate Reserve (%HRR: 8 ± 1 % 38 

higher); blood lactate ([la-1]: 0.9 ± 0.1 mmol∙L-1 higher); RPE (MD: 1.9 ± 0.2 RPE units 39 

higher). For the Talk Test, mean differences between uncomfortable and comfortable speech 40 

were: %HRR (9.0 ± 2.0 % higher); blood lactate [la-1] (0.8 ± 0.2 mmol∙L-1 higher); RPE (1.8 41 

± 0.4 RPE units higher). 42 

Conclusion: At the group level, both MCT and TT responses demarcate statistically 43 

significant and practically meaningful differences in physiological intensity and perceived 44 

exertion. However, neither the MCT nor the TT consistently differentiate between running 45 

just below and just above LT1 at the individual level. They should therefore be viewed as 46 

supplementary but not sufficient tools to identify delineation in the field.   47 



INTRODUCTION 48 

Combining and distributing low-intensity training and high-intensity training over days, 49 

weeks, months and years is a commonly used recipe for increasing aerobic performance. 50 

High-level endurance athletes perform ~80 % of their training at low intensity (LIT, ~60-65 51 

% VO2max) below the first lactate turnpoint (LT1) and ~20 % of their training is performed at 52 

high intensity, above the first lactate turnpoint (LT1) (1-4). Among others, high-level rowers, 53 

swimmers, runners, cyclists, and cross-country skiers practice this regime (1). Training 54 

intensity distribution has also been evaluated among recreational athletes (5, 6) and a 55 

“polarized” approach with substantial relative volumes of LIT has also been found to be 56 

beneficial for improving endurance performance in recreational athletes training fewer hours 57 

per week (4, 7). 58 

 59 

Training and intensity can be monitored from two points of view. First, there is an external 60 

workload that can be measured precisely with the velocity or pace in running (although 61 

inclines and declines complicate this measurement in running). This is the actual pace or 62 

power generated during each training session. The internal workload associated with 63 

maintaining this power or pace produced can be measured in different ways. However, heart 64 

rate and blood lactate responses are the most accessible and practical physiological 65 

measurements in daily training practice. Additionally, we can measure athletes’ rate of 66 

perceived exertion (RPE) throughout an endurance session. The RPE scale ranges from 6-20, 67 

where 6 defines as “rest” and 20 being “maximal effort” (8). 68 

 69 

Several studies (1, 2, 4, 9, 10) have employed the first and second lactate turnpoints to 70 

describe three aerobic endurance training intensity zones. Zone 1 (low-intensity zone) is 71 

prescribed below LT1 (typically <2 mM). Zone 3 (high-intensity zone) is prescribed from 72 

individual lactate profiles as above LT2 (typically >4 mM) and zone 2 emerges between these 73 

two zones. Esteve-Lanao et al., 2007 (4) describes heart rate ranges for this 3-zone intensity 74 

distribution as: Zone 1 (50-80 % HRmax), zone 2 (65-90 % HRmax) and zone 3 (80-100 % 75 

HRmax). Both the substantial range in intensity associated with Zone 1 and the overlapping 76 

seen in physiological measures across the 3 zones are noteworthy. When coaches instruct 77 

their athletes to perform an easy training session in zone 1 (50-80 % HRmax) this represents a 78 



large potential for differing interpretations and execution of the training prescription, based on 79 

%HRmax. 80 

 81 

Physiological thresholds determined by laboratory testing and measurement of ventilation, 82 

gas exchange, and blood lactate concentration can help improve the communication and 83 

precision of exercise intensity prescription (10). Unfortunately, laboratory methods are either 84 

unavailable or unaffordable for many athletes. Therefore, simple indirect methods for 85 

measuring exercise intensity, such as the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) and the Talk Test 86 

(TT) (11, 12) can be welcome alternatives. The TT measures the perception of ‘being able to 87 

speak comfortably’ while exercising at different intensities and responding to several different 88 

speech-provoking strategies. The strategies include, among others, responding to questions, 89 

reciting a standard paragraph, counting out loud and, hearing yourself breathe. Investigators 90 

of the TT consider this to be a practical alternative to standard laboratory methods for 91 

prescribing training intensity and identifying the ventilatory threshold (11, 13). 92 

 93 

Recently, methodologies utilizing nasal only breathing (breathing with the mouth closed) 94 

while running have received growing attention (14-17). This restricted breathing approach has 95 

been suggested to have beneficial effects during submaximal exercise intensities (18), 96 

including a significantly lower VO2 at steady state (14) and lower respiratory exchange ratio 97 

(15). To the author's knowledge, no studies have systematically investigated whether nasal 98 

breathing can be used as an intensity control tool during endurance training. Therefore, we 99 

have developed a simple and practical test, inspired by the Talk Test, which measures the 100 

perceived comfort of nasal only breathing during exercise. The test will be referred to as 101 

Mouth Closed Test (MCT) throughout this study. The test involves subjects running with the 102 

mouth closed for two minutes, before responding with either “comfortable”, “equivocal” or 103 

“not comfortable” ratings to their breathing perception. 104 

 105 

Regular blood lactate and heart rate measurements may be expensive for certain populations 106 

or may lead athletes to be excessively ‘numbers fixated’. Identifying a cost-effective and 107 

simpler tool for intensity control during low-intensity training would be beneficial. Therefore, 108 

this study will investigate the validity and practicality of the MCT and TT for controlling 109 



exercise intensity among endurance trained runners. The aim of this study is two-fold. We 110 

seek to 1) quantify perceived comfort during the TT and MCT in experienced runners 111 

performing long-duration low-intensity running sessions and 2) investigate whether the TT or 112 

MCT can consistently distinguish running at an intensity below or above the first lactate 113 

turnpoint. 114 

 115 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 116 

This was a descriptive investigation where experienced runners performed two, 120 min low 117 

intensity indoor running sessions with speed derived from a preliminary lactate profile test. 118 

The two 120 minutes running sessions were nominally prescribed and performed at and below 119 

their LT1-pace. In addition, runners performed a 30 min running session nominally prescribed 120 

at a running speed significantly above their LT1 pace. TT and MCT responses were recorded 121 

under all 3 conditions. Finally, all participants performed the testing protocol in an identical 122 

manner. 123 

 124 

Subjects 125 

A total of 22 runners (16 male, 6 female) were recruited through contact with the local 126 

running clubs on social media and via personal interactions. Participants were experienced 127 

runners at recreational (including two former elite runners) and elite level. Inclusion criteria 128 

used to select participants for this study included 1) aged 18-55 years, 2) healthy and currently 129 

injury free, 3) able to perform a two-hour low-intensity running session on a treadmill and 4) 130 

running >30 km per week for the last eight weeks. Participants were allocated to high-volume 131 

(HV) or low-volume (LV) groups, based on their reported training volume and typical long 132 

run duration over the preceding weeks. The cut-off for being selected to either HV- or LV 133 

group was: HV group = >70 km/week and >90 minutes typical long run duration; LV group = 134 

<70 km/week and <75 minutes typical long run duration. During the data collection period, 135 

subjects were instructed to continue their regular training routines. The training characteristics 136 

of the participants are presented in Table 1.  137 

 138 



One dropout from the HV group was registered before preliminary testing due to injury. Two 139 

male participants from the HV group did not complete the second 120 min run (LR100) due 140 

to injury or illness. The two subjects were therefore excluded from the final analyses of test 4. 141 

 142 

Testing procedures 143 

The test protocol consisted of four tests performed on four different days. Due to the risks of 144 

cancelled testing because of the national and local Covid-19 restrictions, we performed all 145 

tests in chronological order. Preliminary testing began with a lactate profile test followed by a 146 

VO2 max test on a motorized treadmill. The second day of testing involved a 30-minute 147 

threshold intensity treadmill run, executed at the median of LT1 and LT2 speed. The third 148 

(LR90) and fourth (LR100) tests were long-duration (120 min) low-intensity (90 and 100 % 149 

LT1 speed) sessions. All participants had to complete preliminary testing before performing 150 

tests 2, 3, and 4. At least 48 hours of recovery time was required between each test day. The 151 

participants were not allowed to perform any intense exercise 24 hours before the test days. 152 

Additionally, they were instructed to wear the same shoes during all tests, consume the same 153 

meal type and avoid consuming caffeine three hours preceding testing. Furthermore, during 154 

the VO2-max test, verbal encouragement was given to stimulate maximal exercise effort. The 155 

same test leaders supervised and executed all tests and measurements. In addition, we strived 156 

to perform testing for women in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle (Appendix 5). If a 157 

subject reported amenorrhea, using oral contraceptives, or being in menopause, the menstrual 158 

cycle was not accounted for. 159 

 160 

Test day 1: Preliminary testing 161 

Lactate profile test 162 

The lactate profile test started with a 10-minute warm-up, including familiarizing the 163 

participants with the treadmill and information about the test protocol. Testing proceeded with 164 

5 min submaximal bouts at increasing treadmill speed to identify speed, heart rate, and lactate 165 

values at both LT1 and LT2. Between five and seven running stages were completed by all 166 

subjects. Starting speed was individualized and based on the discussion between test leaders 167 

and runners. The incline was set at 1%, and the workload increased by 1 km∙h-1 every five 168 

minutes. Athletes stood with legs straddling the treadmill for 30s during each finger blood 169 



draw before continuing running at the next treadmill speed. When blood lactate exceeded LT2 170 

values, the test was stopped to prevent fatigue prior to the VO2 max test. LT1 values were 171 

calculated as 0,5 mMol∙L-1 + the mean of the first two blood [la-1] measurements, while LT2 172 

was calculated as 2,1 mMol∙L-1 + the mean of the first two blood [la-1] measurements.  173 

 174 

VO2 max test 175 

Subjects rested for 10 minutes between the lactate profile and VO2 max test, which began at 1 176 

km∙h-1 below the calculated LT2 speed. During the VO2 max test treadmill speed was initially 177 

increased by 1 km∙h-1. In the last stages of the test, runners had the option of either keeping 178 

the same speed or increasing with 1.0 or 0.5 km∙h-1. A total test duration of 6-8 minutes was 179 

targeted. 180 

 181 

Test day 2: Threshold test 182 

Test day 2 consisted of a 30 min threshold run performed at a treadmill speed identified as the 183 

median of LT1- and LT2 speed from preliminary testing. During this run, responses to the TT 184 

and MCT were assessed when runners were clearly running above their LT1-speed. The test 185 

was preceded by a 10-minute warm-up and performed at a constant incline of 1%. Athletes 186 

performed the Mout Closed Test from 9-11 minutes and 24-26 minutes. Immediately they 187 

were asked: “Did running with your mouth closed feel comfortable?” Three possible answers 188 

were recorded: 1) “yes”, 2) “equivocal” and 3) “no”. From 12-15 and 27-30 minutes, Talk 189 

Test, VO2, HR, Borg Scale, and blood lactate were recorded. When conducting the Talk Test, 190 

athletes were instructed to recite a standard paragraph requiring 10-15s of speaking. The 191 

standard paragraph used in this test was the first verse of the Norwegian national anthem. 192 

After reciting the paragraph, each subject was asked “can you speak comfortably?” and 193 

responded with “yes”, “equivocal” or “no”. For both tests, the participants were obligated to 194 

continue the tests regardless of the answers to the questions.  195 

 196 

Test day 3 and 4: Two-hour low intensity running tests 197 

Test day 3 and 4 consisted of a 120 min, low-intensity treadmill run performed at 90% 198 

(LR90)- and 100% (LR100) of identified LT1-speed, respectively. To simulate a normal easy 199 



running session, runners could listen to music or watch television during the two-hour run. 200 

Every 30min, measurements were performed in the following order: Mouth Closed Test, Talk 201 

Test, Stryd™, heart rate, electromyography (EMG), metabolic measurements, Borg Scale, 202 

lactate, skin temperature and core temperature. Each series of lactate, skin- and core 203 

temperature measurements resulted in 60s off the treadmill. Additionally, participants were 204 

weighed before and after each treadmill run to control for and calculate dehydration. Before 205 

attaching EMG sensors to M. vastus medialis and M. biceps femoris, both areas were shaved 206 

and disinfected with an alcohol swab to minimize any signal disturbances.  207 

 208 

Instruments 209 

The same treadmill (Lode Katana Sport, Lode B. V., Groningen, Netherlands) was used for 210 

all tests. The treadmill was calibrated on a regular basis. Moreover, all tests were performed 211 

under similar environmental conditions (18-21°C) and at the same time of day (± 2h). 212 

Metabolic and ventilatory measurements were made using Oxycon Pro™ with a mixing 213 

chamber and 30 seconds sampling time (Oxycon, Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany). The 214 

metabolic cart was calibrated before every test and again midway through LR90 and LR100 215 

tests. During all tests, blood [la-1] measurements were analyzed using a stationary lactate 216 

analyzer (EKF BIOSEN, EKF diagnostic, Cardiff, UK), which was automatically calibrated 217 

every 60 minutes. HR was measured using Polar V800 (Polar Elektro Oy, Kempele, 218 

Finland). Core temperature measurements were made using Braun IRT6520 ThermoScan® 219 

7 Age precision® (Braun, Kronberg im Taunus, Germany) and participants were instructed 220 

to perform them by themselves for better standardization. Skin temperature was measured 221 

using Flir TG267 Thermal Camera® (Flir Systems, Inc. Wilsonville, Oregon, US). 222 

Kinematic variables were measured using a Stryd™ foot pod (Stryd, Boulder, Colorado, 223 

US). EMG was measured using Delsys Trigno Wireless EMG System (Delsys, Natick, 224 

Massachusetts, US). Before and after each test, runners were weighed using a Seca model 225 

713 (Seca, Hamburg, Germany). 226 

 227 

Statistical analyses 228 

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and results 229 

are presented as mean ± SD. Ordinal data are presented as frequencies. Differences in 230 

training- and physiological characteristics within the HV and LV groups were analyzed using 231 



an independent samples t-test. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse 232 

Geisser correction was conducted to compare lactate values at all intensities. A Bonferroni 233 

post hoc test was then used to examine where differences lied. A one-way ANOVA was also 234 

used to compare differences in cardiac drift between groups. To investigate differences in 235 

TT  and MCT responses below, at, and above LT1, non-parametric K Related Sample tests 236 

were used. To compare means in physiological and RPE markers related to MCT and TT, a 237 

one-way ANOVA was used. Values of р≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. 238 

 239 

RESULTS 240 

Physiological characteristics for the groups 241 

Physiological characteristics for the two groups are presented in Table 2. As intended, there 242 

were significant group differences in training volume and long run duration, as well as for 243 

personal bests for the 10 k and half marathon (р≤0.05). However, age, weight, height, and 244 

years of running experience were not significantly different between groups. Preliminary 245 

testing showed that the high-volume group had a significantly higher running velocity at both 246 

LT1 and LT2 (р≤0.05). They also achieved a slightly higher VO2 peak and treadmill velocity at 247 

VO2 peak compared to the low-volume group, but this difference was not significant (Table 2). 248 

 249 

Change in cardiac drift for high-volume and low-volume group 250 

For both LR90 (HV: 6.3 ± 4.2 % versus LV: 7 ± 2.8 %) and LR100 (HV: 6.7 ± 2.9 % versus 251 

LV: 7.5 ± 3.4 %), there was no significant difference in relative magnitude of cardiac drift 252 

between the two groups (р>0.05). 253 

  254 

Physiological and perceptual responses at 4 intensities 255 

Physiological and perceptual responses during runs prescribed at LT1 speed, at LT1/LT2  256 

median speed and 90% LT1 speed are presented in Figure 3. There were significant 257 

differences in blood lactate values across test-conditions (F(2.52, 45) = 65.38, р≤0.05, 258 

ηp
2=.78). Blood lactate when running at LT1-2 was significantly elevated vs blood lactate 259 

values during the other 3 tests: 90% LT1 (+1.7± 0.12 mmol.L-1 vs LT1-2), at LT1 (+1.4± 0.1 260 

mmol.L-1) and above LT1 (+ 0.6 ± 0.15 mmol.L-1 all р≤0.05).  Blood lactate when running at 261 

LT1 was significantly lower vs the above LT1-speed condition (-0.99 ± 0.15  mmol.L-1, 262 



р≤0.05). As Figure 3 demonstrates, responses in other physiological and perceptual markers 263 

(%HRR and RPE) were consistent with lactate measurements. 264 

 265 

Mouth Closed Test and Talk Test responses 266 

Frequency distributions of responses to the MCT are presented in Figure 4, where a response 267 

of “yes” indicated that the subject could run comfortably with their mouth closed while a 268 

response of “no” indicated that doing so was uncomfortable. During the MCT, 12 of 21 269 

participants responded “yes” when running below their LT1 speed, versus 5 of 21 answering 270 

“yes” when running above their LT1 speed. This difference was significant (р≤0.01). No other 271 

significant differences in the MCT response distribution were identified. 272 

 273 

Frequencies of responses to the TT are presented in Figure 4. Based on the same perception of 274 

ease, or comfort, during the TT 16 of 21 participants answered “yes” while running below 275 

their LT1 speed, while 10 of 21 still answered “yes” while running above their LT1 speed. 276 

This difference was significant (р≤0.05). However, only 3 of 21 answered “no” to the 277 

question of TT comfort when running moderately above LT1-speed. 278 

 279 

Physiology and RPE related to Mouth Closed Test responses 280 

To further investigate potential explanations for the ambiguity of perceived comfort when 281 

executing the MCT, answers of “yes, equivocal, or no” were used as grouping variables to 282 

compare physiological and RPE responses associated with the three verbal responses. These 283 

results are presented in Figure 6. Discomfort (“no” response) during the MCT was associated 284 

with higher HR (+8 ± 1 % HRR), blood lactate [la-1] (+ 0.85 ± 0.1 mmol∙L-1), RPE (+1.9 ± 285 

0.2 RPE units) and %VO2 (+ 5.3 ± 0.9 %) when compared to responses when subjects were 286 

comfortable running with their mouth closed (“yes” response), all р≤0.05.  Surprisingly, there 287 

was not a significant difference in respiration frequency between those who answered “yes” 288 

and “no” to the MCT. 289 

 290 

 291 



Physiology and RPE related to Talk Test responses 292 

Similarly, responses of “yes”, “equivocal”, and “no” to the Talk Test from all treadmill speed 293 

conditions and timepoints were merged and used as grouping variables to further investigate 294 

the physiology and perceptual responses associated with different qualitative perceptions 295 

when executing the Talk Test. These results are presented in Figure 7. Discomfort (“no” 296 

response) during the TT was associated with higher HR (+9.0 ± 2.0 % HRR), blood lactate 297 

[la-1] (+ 0.77 ± 0.18 mmol∙L-1), RPE (+1.8 ± 0.4 RPE units) and %VO2 (+ 3.7 ± 1.5 %) when 298 

compared to responses when subjects were comfortable performing the TT (“yes” response), 299 

all р≤0.05.  Surprisingly, there was not a significant difference in respiration frequency 300 

between those who answered “yes” and “no” to the MCT. There was a small but significant 301 

difference in % maximal respiration frequency when responding “equivocal” vs “yes” on the 302 

TT (+7 ± 3 %) (р≤0.05). 303 

 

DISCUSSION 304 

Main aim and findings 305 

Controlling and adjusting exercise intensity is an important part of the daily endurance 306 

training process. Several methods for gauging intensity are well established and widely used. 307 

Among them are measurements of blood lactate concentration, heart rate, and RPE. However, 308 

lactate and heart rate may be expensive for certain populations and may lead athletes to be 309 

excessively “numbers fixated”. In addition, athletes perform most of their training (~80 %) at 310 

a relatively low work intensity, below the first lactate turnpoint. Identifying a cost-effective 311 

and simpler tool for intensity control during low-intensity training would be beneficial. This 312 

need motivated us to investigate the Talk Test and Mouth Closed Test as potential 313 

replacements for or supplements to existing monitoring tools.  314 

Our results demonstrate that the execution of the MCT and TT are both generally perceived as 315 

comfortable when performed at a running intensity below the first lactate turnpoint. However, 316 

the frequency distribution of perceived comfort when exercising at below, at and above the 317 

first lactate turnpoint is ambiguous. Therefore, the conclusion is that the TT and MCT are not 318 

able to consistently differentiate conditions when running speeds slightly above and 319 

moderately below the LT1 speed determined from laboratory testing are compared. To our 320 

knowledge, this is the first systematic investigation of mouth closed breathing as a gauge of 321 

exercise intensity. Our findings suggest that the MCT does have potential as an intensity 322 



control tool, but preferably if used in combination with other methods such as heart rate and 323 

RPE. 324 

 325 

The Talk Test and Mouth Closed Test’ ability as intensity control tools 326 

When participants were running at a treadmill speed clearly above that identified as their LT1 327 

speed, 10 of 21 still reported comfortably performing the Talk Test versus 16 of 21 when 328 

running speed clearly below that corresponding to LT1 (Figure 5). In addition, only 3 answers 329 

of “no” (i.e., talking was distinctly uncomfortable) were recorded at the intensity above the 330 

first lactate turnpoint. Although the overall response distributions moved in the expected 331 

direction with increasing running intensity, and were significantly different, our results 332 

indicate that the Talk Test does not clearly differentiate between running below and above the 333 

first lactate turn point.  Our findings differ somewhat from previous research (11-13, 19) 334 

where negative or equivocal responses are observed more frequently when runners are close 335 

to or at their second lactate turnpoint. The explanation for these different findings may be that 336 

Talk Test data are more strongly related to physiological and perceptual variables 337 

corresponding to the lactate threshold than to the ventilatory threshold (20). 338 

 339 

The Mouth Closed Test and a condition of nasal breathing has not, to our knowledge, been 340 

systematically investigated in a manner like the Talk Test. The difference in perceived 341 

comfort performing the mouth closed test from below to above the first lactate turn point was 342 

significant and seemed to better distinguish this relatively subtle change in intensity than the 343 

Talk Test. However, 5 participants managed the MCT comfortably and an additional 5 felt 344 

equivocal (Figure 5). This difference suggests that the MCT is better than the Talk Test to 345 

differentiate intensities below and above the first lactate turnpoint. However, there was not a 346 

clear and consistent shift of perceived comfort from below to above the first lactate turnpoint. 347 

The heterogeneous responses to the MCT may be caused by individual differences in 348 

nasopharyngeal anatomy, as some individuals might have narrow nasal passages. In addition, 349 

day-to-day variation in nasal congestion can potentially influence the perception of comfort 350 

while executing the MCT. This theory is also supported by Niinimaa et al., 1980 (20) and 351 

Saketkhoo et al., 1978 (21). Dallam et al., 2018 (14) argue that there is an adaptation phase to 352 

nasal breathing. They recruited subjects who already had been using restricted nasal breathing 353 

while exercising for at least 6 months and found that the participants were able to achieve the 354 



same peak work and maximal oxygen consumption while breathing nasally that they achieved 355 

breathing nasal-orally(14). In contrast, Morton et al., 1995 (22) which included naive subjects 356 

with no experience using restricted nasal only breathing, found a 35% reduction in maximal 357 

VE, 10% reduction in VO2 max and higher heart rate at submaximal intensity when 358 

exercising under restricted breathing conditions. In our study, participants experienced an 359 

acute improvement in perceived comfort while executing the MCT. Many reported that they 360 

felt less comfortable the first minute versus the last minute during the MCT test, suggesting 361 

some acute “dilation” of the nasal passages when forcing large ventilatory volumes through 362 

the nasopharyngeal cavity. We conclude that there can be both a long-term and a short-term, 363 

within-exercise bout adaptation phase to performing nasal breathing while exercising. 364 

 365 

Physiological and RPE responses to “yes”, “equivocal” and “no” 366 

During the MCT mean blood lactate, %HRR, RPE and %VO2 were significantly higher when 367 

subjects responded positively (yes, comfortable breathing) to the MCT versus when they 368 

responded negatively (no, uncomfortable breathing). The mean difference in RPE from the 369 

answer “yes” to “no” was 12 versus 14. For comparison, mean RPE for all participants at the 370 

second lactate turnpoint from preliminary testing was 15. Similar RPE values at lactate 371 

threshold (fixed 4 mmol·L-1) were also found in Scherr et al., 2013 (23). These data suggest 372 

that when an athlete is close to or at the second lactate turnpoint, the perception of ease or 373 

comfort performing the MCT shifts to “not comfortable”. For the answer “yes” during MCT 374 

mean %HRR was 72.19%, while the mean %HRR at the first lactate turnpoint from 375 

preliminary testing was 76.43%. Based on these results, one could argue that when an athlete 376 

is exercising at the intensity of 70% of HRR and performs the MCT with an answer of “yes”, 377 

the athlete is exercising at an intensity below the first lactate turnpoint. If the perceived 378 

comfort of executing the MCT is “equivocal” and HRR is 75%, the athlete is likely to be 379 

exercising very near the first lactate turnpoint intensity.  380 

 381 

The same tendencies of physiological responses related to perceived comfort were observed 382 

in the TT as in the MCT. As shown in Figure 7, there is not a distinct shift from the answer 383 

“yes” to “no”, but rather a gliding and smooth change in physiological responses. During the 384 

TT, mean blood lactate, %HRR, RPE, and %VO2 were significantly higher when the TT 385 

result was “no” versus when it was “yes”. Mean %VO2 was 71.3 ± 6.1 % when the TT was 386 



perceived as comfortable. This result is similar to what Persinger et al., 2004 (24) (69-78% 387 

VO2 max) and Quinn & Coons et al., 2011 (20) (64 ± 5 %) found in their studies. Interestingly, 388 

Persinger et al., 2004 (24) found that comfortable speech was not possible when the intensity 389 

was 89% VO2 max, while in our study we found that comfortable speech was not possible at 390 

75% VO2 max. Although, it should be taken into consideration that our results included data 391 

from all time points, and that these differences may be caused by fatigue during the LR100 392 

test and in that way affected participants perception of comfort. Finally, mean RPE when 393 

participants were not able to speak comfortably was 14 in the current study, and Quinn & 394 

Coons et al., 2011 (20) observed a mean RPE 16 for negative tests.  395 

 396 

Strengths and limitations 397 

Participants executed two separate two-hour low intensity runs. The first one was 90% of 398 

their calculated LT1 speed (LR90). The second one was 100% of their calculated LT1 speed 399 

(LR100). The typical difference in running speed between these two conditions was 1-1.5 400 

km/h. Participants also performed a 30min running session where they ran at an intensity 401 

which was clearly above their LT1 speed (midpoint of LT1 - and LT2 speed). A key strength of 402 

the current study, as the results demonstrate, is that the participants were running at the 403 

prescribed and intended intensities during all tests (Figure 3). In addition, heart rate and RPE 404 

were consistent with lactate measurements. However, it is important to state this observation 405 

was at the group-level. At the individual level, physiological state varies day-to-day and 406 

athletes may therefore have exercised at a lower or higher intensity than the tests prescribed. 407 

Another strength of the current study is that we were able to recruit the desired intervention 408 

group. The variation of sex (16 male and 6 female), age (37 ± 9) and training level (68 ± 27 409 

km/week) were representative of recreational to serious runners. Finally, a strength of this 410 

study is that we accounted for the menstrual cycle for the female subjects as the menstrual 411 

cycle can influence exercise performance in a negative way (25-28). 412 

 413 

Although participants on average were exercising at the prescribed intensity after 30 min, the 414 

LR100 test (at LT1 speed) may have felt too hard towards the 90min and 120min timepoint 415 

for some of the participants. Therefore, the muscular fatigue may have influenced their 416 

perceived comfort of performing the MCT or TT. This is interesting because it links 417 

perceptions of comfort executing the TT and MCT to acute fatigue mechanisms. Furthermore, 418 



the goal of the 30-minute running session, where participants were running in the middle of 419 

their “threshold zone”, was to provoke a negative response both the Talk Test and the Mouth 420 

Closed Test. This way, we could compare physiological and RPE responses when execution 421 

of the MCT and TT was both comfortable and uncomfortable. Partially, we succeeded in 422 

doing so, but one could argue that the speed should be closer to participant’s LT2 speed. 423 

Finally, probably the most crucial limitation to this study, is that we did not collect MCT and 424 

TT data when the participants conducted the preliminary testing and lactate profile test. In 425 

retrospect, we should have included the MCT and TT to the preliminary test battery. That 426 

way, we could achieve reference points for responses to the MCT and TT at the first and 427 

second lactate turnpoint. Future research needs to be carried out to establish whether the MCT 428 

or the TT can be a valid intensity control tool for recreational and elite runners. 429 
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Figure 1: Flowchart. N= number of participants; HV = High-volume; LV = Low-volume.  

Recruitment, Kristiansand area, Norway 

Well-trained runners applying to participate, n=61 

Recruited n=22 

LV group n= 11 HV group n=11 

Test period Dropout n=1 Dropout n= 2 

LV group n=10 HV group n=11 

Included in the analysis for long run 90% n=21 

I 

Included in the analysis for long run 100% n=19 

LV group n=10 HV group n=9 



 

Figure 2: Timeline of measurements during test 3 (LR90) and 4 (LR100). EMG = 

Electromyography; Min = Minutes; Sec = Seconds; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; VO2 = 
Oxygen uptake; RER = Respiratory exchange ratio; VE = Minute ventilation 
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Figure 3: Mean physiological and perceptual responses at all intensities (below, at, and above LT1) compared to the mean LT1 and LT2 value 

from preliminary testing. Results are presented as mean and SD. A) mean blood lactate B) mean RPE C) mean %HRR. LT1 = First lactate 

turnpoint; LT2 = Second lactate turnpoint; Blood [la-1] = blood lactate; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; %HRR = % Heart rate reserve; a = 

Significantly different vs “LT1”; b = Significantly different vs “LT2”; c = Significantly different vs “Below LT1 (30´)”; d = Significantly 

different vs “At LT1 (30´)”; e = Significantly different vs “Above LT1 (30´)”. р≤0.05.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Frequency distribution of perceived ability to run comfortably during Mouth 

Closed Test. Results are presented as frequencies of the answers “yes”, “equivocal” and “no” 

during running at three intensities (below, at and above LT1). Black bars = “Yes”. Grey bars = 

“Equivocal”. White bars = “No”. LT1 = First lactate turn point; a = Significantly different vs 

“Below LT1”; b = Significantly different vs “At LT1”; c = Significantly different vs “Above 

LT1”. р≤0.05. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Frequency distribution of perceived ability to run comfortably during the Talk Test. 

Results are presented as frequencies of the answers “yes”, “equivocal” and “no” during 

running at three intensities (below, at and above LT1). Black bars = “Yes”. Grey bars = 

“Equivocal”. White bars = “No”.  LT1 = First lactate turnpoint; a = Significantly different vs 

“Below LT1”; b = Significantly different vs “At LT1”; c = Significantly different vs “Above 

LT1”. р≤0.05. 
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Figure 6: Physiological markers and RPE during treadmill runs, grouped by Mouth Closed Test response. Results are presented as mean and SD. 

Figures show mean physiological and perceptual values related to the answers “yes, no and equivocal” from all timepoints and tests. White bar =  

“yes” (90 samples). Grey bar = “equivocal” (48 samples). Black bar = “no” (62 samples). A) mean blood lactate. B) mean RPE. C) mean %HRR. 

D) mean % VO2 max. E) % maximal respiratory frequency from preliminary testing. Blood [la-1] = blood lactate; %HRR = % Heart rate reserve; 

% VO2 = Oxygen uptake; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; a = significantly different vs “Yes”; b = significantly different vs “Equivocal”; c = 

significantly different vs “No”. р≤0.05. 
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Figure 7: Physiological markers and RPE during treadmill runs, grouped by Talk Test response. Results are presented as mean and SD. Figures 

show mean physiological and perceptual values related to the answers “yes, no and equivocal” for all timepoints and tests. White bar =  “yes” 

(128 samples). Grey bar = “equivocal” (47 samples). Black bar = “no” (17 samples). A) mean blood lactate. B) mean RPE. C) mean %HRR. D) 

mean % VO2 max. E) % maximal respiratory frequency from preliminary testing. Blood [la-1] = blood lactate; %HRR = % Heart rate reserve; 

%VO2 = Oxygen uptake; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; a = significantly different vs “Yes”; b = significantly different vs “Equivocal”; c = 

significantly different vs “No”. р≤0.05. 



Table 1: Training characteristics.  

 Total (n=21) HV(n=11) LV(n=10) 

Age 37 ± 9 39 ± 9 35 ± 9 

Sex (female/male) 6/15 2/9 4/6 

Weight 69 ± 10 68 ± 10 70 ± 11 

Height 176 ± 9 175 ± 9 177 ± 9 

Training characteristics    

Years of running experience 11 ± 8 11 ± 7 10 ± 9 

Training volume (km/week) 68 ± 27 88 ± 22* 47 ± 11* 

Typical duration of long runs (minutes) 99 ± 43 125 ± 46* 71 ± 6* 

Personal bests    

10 000 metres (min:sec) 38:11 ± 4:26 36:40 ± 3:39* 40:02 ± 4:46* 

Half marathon (hr:min:sec) 1:27:52 ± 00:11:43 1:22:42 ± 00:08:36* 1:33:02 ± 00:12:31* 

Marathon (hr:min:sec) 03:11:35 ± 00:46:23 02:58:20 ± 00:15:35 03:55:46 ± 01:29:29 

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). HV = High volume; LV = Low 

volume; km/week = Kilometres per week; hr:min:sec = Hours:minutes:seconds; N = Number 

of runners. *Significant differences between groups (р≤0.05). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2: Physiological characteristics from preliminary testing.  

 HV (N=11) LV (N=10) 

VO2 peak (ml·kg-1·min-1) 65.6 ± 7.7 61.5 ± 5.4 

HR peak (bpm) 185 ± 8  191 ± 10 

HR rest (bpm) 47 ± 5 52 ± 5 

Peak Speed (km·h-1) 19.0 ± 2.0 18.0 ± 1.5 

Peak VE (L·min-1) 152 ± 26 145 ± 29 

Peak RER 1.05 ± 0.05 1.06 ± 0.05 

Peak RPE (Borg) 19.1 ± 0.8 19.6 ± 0.5 

Peak Lactate (mMol·L-1) 8.1 ± 1.5* 9.9 ± 1.3 

LT1 HR (bpm) 152 ± 12 158 ± 12 

LT1 HR % HRpeak  82.2 ± 5.2  83.0 ± 4.2 

LT1 Speed (km·h-1) 13.3 ± 1.3* 11.8 ± 1.1 

LT1 Speed % of peak 69.9 ± 2.8* 65.9 ± 3.7 

LT2 HR (bpm) 165 ± 12 172 ± 12 

LT2 HR % HR peak 89.3 ± 4.7 90.2 ± 3.6 

LT2 Speed (km·h-1) 14.8 ± 1.5* 13.5 ± 1.2 

LT2 Pace % of peak 78.0 ± 2.4 75.4 ± 3.4  

Results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD). HV = High volume group; LV = 

Low volume group; VO2 peak = Peak oxygen uptake; HR peak = Heart rate peak; bpm = Beats 

per minute; km·h-1 = Kilometres per hour; VE (L·min-1) = Minute ventilation (litres per 

minute); RER = Respiratory exchange ratio; RPE = Rate of perceived exertion; mmol·L-1 = 

Millimol per liter; LT1 = Lactate threshold 1; LT2 = Lactate threshold 2. 
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